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EDITORIAL

I have become increasingly disturbed by the almost total lack of
response from members in sending statistical material for
inclusion in NUTS Notes; this is even more regrettable when

comparison is~m^de~ith the Journals of the Czechoslovak, French,
German, Italian and Norwegian associations.

For example, Attq. e

Memorie has recently included an analysis of the top 300 Italian
BOOm performances of all time; Start is already publishing top

10 year lists for Czechoslovakia back to 1918, studies of
individual athletes in depth, 500 deep all time world list of DT
performances; NAFS-bladet has -published a 200 deep world all time
JT list, Rundbrief has carried best marks in each of the 10 events
by the leading German decathletes, etc., etc,

I therefore hope to see much more of this kind of material sub
mitted for publication in 1969; after all, this is what we are
primarily in existence to produce.
MISCELLANY

*

Members are reminded that their subscriptions for 1969 are now
due.

Please send yours to Brian Nott now. (See below.)

* The AAA has set up a National League committee and has asked for
a member of the NUTS to serve as a statistician. Any member who
would be interested in this job is asked to write to Bob Sparks.

* Peter May has suggested that there may be sotf-e members still
without a copy of the Portugese Scoring Tables (Systeme
Rationnel pour Classer leg Performances Athletiques) and that
a bulk order could usefully be placed with the Federacao

Portuguesa de Atletismo.

Please write to the Editor if you

require a copy of the 1962 edition.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OP ATHLETICS STATISTICIANS

-

No. 5 CSSR

This is the most recently established group: it came into being
formally this year.

The membership currently numbers 4-8 with ATPS members Alfred

Janecky (born 17 Jan 18), Jan Popper (25 Jun 51), Cenek Kohlmann
(25 May 55'), Milan Sykora (15 Sep 50), Jiri Hotfleis, Otto Eudelka,
Milan Skocovsky and Ladislav Krnac among them,

An extremely

informative newsletter (Start) with an international flavour is

appearing at fairly regular intervals (No. 2 bears the significant
date 21 August) and is edited by Vladimir Visek (18 Mar 57); bis
brother Vaclav (9 Mar 4-3) is also a member ol the group.
The NUTS send fraternal greetings to their colleagues in
Czechoslovakia and acknowledgements to Vladimir Visek for
information,

IMPORTANT!!! With effect from January 1, 19-9 the addrecs of the
Hon. Treasurer will be % ^ Salisbury Court, Salisbury Road,
LONDON, S.W.19.

